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You can't help but hear
about the frequent ups and
downs of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average or the
S&P 500 index. The
performance of both major
indexes is widely reported
and analyzed in detail by

financial news outlets around the nation.

Like the Dow, the S&P 500 tracks the stocks of
large domestic companies. With 500 stocks
compared to the Dow's 30, the S&P 500
comprises a much broader segment of the
stock market and is considered to be
representative of U.S. stocks in general. Both
indexes are generally useful tools for tracking
stock market trends, but some investors
mistakenly think of them as benchmarks for
how well their own portfolios should be doing.

However, it doesn't make much sense to
compare a broadly diversified, multi-asset
portfolio to just one of its own components.
Expecting portfolio returns to meet or beat "the
market" is usually unrealistic, unless you are
willing to expose 100% of your life savings to
the risk and volatility associated with stock
investments.

Asset allocation: It's personal
Just about every financial market in the world is
tracked by one or more indexes that investors
can use to look at current and historical
performance. In fact, there are hundreds of
indexes based on a wide variety of asset
classes (stocks/bonds), market segments
(large/small cap), and styles (growth/value).

Investor portfolios are typically divided among
asset classes that tend to perform differently
under different market conditions. An
appropriate mix of stocks, bonds, and other
investments depends on the investor's age, risk
tolerance, and financial goals.

Consequently, there may or may not be a
single benchmark that matches your actual
holdings and the composition of your individual
portfolio. It could take a combination of several
benchmarks to provide a meaningful
performance picture.

Keep the proper perspective
Seasoned investors understand that short-term
results may have little to do with the
effectiveness of a long-term investment
strategy. Even so, the desire to become a more
disciplined investor is often tested by the arrival
of quarterly or annual financial statements.

The main problem with making decisions based
on last year's performance figures is that asset
classes, market segments, or industries that do
well during one period don't always continue to
perform as well. When an investment
experiences dramatic upside performance, it
may mean that much of the opportunity for
market gains has already passed. Conversely,
moving out of an investment when it has a
down year could mean you are no longer in a
position to benefit when that segment starts to
recover.

On the other hand, portfolios that are left
unattended may drift and begin to take on too
much risk or become too conservative.
Rebalancing periodically could help bring your
asset mix back in line with your preferred
allocation.

There's really nothing you can do about global
economic conditions or the level of returns
delivered by the financial markets, but you can
control the composition of your portfolio.
Evaluating investment results through the
correct lens may help you make appropriate
adjustments and effectively plan for the future.

Note: Keep in mind that the performance of an
unmanaged index is not indicative of the
performance of any specific security, and
individuals cannot invest directly in an index.
Asset allocation and diversification are methods
used to help manage investment risk; they do
not guarantee a profit or protect against
investment loss. All investments are subject to
market fluctuation, risk, and loss of principal.
Shares, when sold, may be worth more or less
than their original cost. Investments that seek a
higher return tend to involve greater risk.
Rebalancing may result in commission costs,
as well as taxes if you sell investments for a
profit.
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The opinions voiced in this material are 
for general information only and are not 
intended to provide specific advice or 
recommendations for any individual. To 
determine which investment(s) may be 
appropriate for you, consult your 
financial advisor prior to investing. All 
performance referenced is historical 
and is no guarantee of future results. All 
indices are unmanaged and cannot be 
invested into directly.

The information provided is not 
intended to be a substitute for specific 
individualized tax planning or legal 
advice. We suggest that you consult 
with a qualified tax or legal advisor.

LPL Financial Representatives offer 
access to Trust Services through The 
Private Trust Company N.A., an affiliate 
of LPL Financial.

The financial consultants of Regent 
Financial Services, Inc. are registered 
representatives with and Securities and 
Advisory Services are offered through 
LPL Financial. a Registered Investment 
Advisor. Member FINRA/SIPC. 
Insurance products offered through LPL 
Financial or its licensed affiliates.

I'm thinking about storing financial documents in the
cloud. What should I know?
Cloud storage--using
Internet-based service
providers to store digital
assets such as books, music,

videos, photos, and even important documents
including financial statements and
contracts--has become increasingly popular in
recent years. But is it right for you?

Opinions vary on whether to store your most
sensitive information in the cloud. While some
experts say you should physically store items
you're not willing to lose or expose publicly,
others contend that high-security cloud options
are available.

If you're thinking about cloud storage for your
financial documents, consider the following:

• Evaluate the provider's reputation. Is the
service well known, well tested, and well
reviewed by information security experts?

• Consider the provider's own security and
redundancy procedures. Look for such
features as two-factor authentication and
complex password requirements. Does it
have copies of your data on servers at
multiple geographic locations, so that a

disaster in one area won't result in an
irretrievable loss of data?

• Review the provider's service agreement and
terms and conditions. Make sure you
understand how your data will be protected
and what recourse you have in the event of a
breach or loss. Also understand what
happens when you delete a file--will it be
completely removed from all servers? In the
event a government subpoena is issued,
must the service provider hand over the
data?

• Consider encryption processes, which
prevent access to your data without your
personal password (including access by
people who work for the service provider).
Will you be using a browser or app that
provides for data encryption during transfer?
And once your data is stored on the cloud
servers, will it continue to be encrypted?

• Make sure you have a complex system for
creating passwords and never share your
passwords with anyone.
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SAVE THE DATE! 
Forecast 2016

6:30pm
January 26th, 28th, or 29th

Ti Amo Ristoranté
6024 South Sheridan Road

Tulsa, OK 74145
Please RSVP prior to January 20th

visit:  www.RegentFS.com/Events or 918.493.4190 or 
Kelley@RegentFS.com 

Please feel free to bring a guest!
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Regent Financial Services
January Featured Team Member:

Glenn A. Fogle, CFA
Glenn Fogle is a CFA® charterholder working in the portfolio management 
division at Regent Financial Services. Glenn works with the investment advisors 
selecting investments for client portfolios and managing equity and multi-asset 
strategies.

A native Tulsan, Glenn worked at American Century Investments in Kansas City 
for 19 years.  He became lead portfolio manager of American Century’s Vista, 
Giftrust and Heritage mutual funds in 1993.

Glenn was recognized by Mutual Funds Magazine as “Best in Class” and 
named by Business Week as one of its “Best Fund Managers.”*  In 2009, 
American Century named him Chief Investment Officer, US Growth Equity – 
Mid and Small Cap, with responsibility for four teams and fourteen investment 
professionals managing over $7 billion in fundamental and quantitative 
strategies. After leaving American Century in 2010, Glenn managed a 
concentrated equity discipline at two startup Registered Investment Advisor 
firms targeting the institutional market.

Since 1994, Glenn has served a denominational 403(b) plan as a Director and 
Chairman of the Investment Committee.  In this role he has overseen external 
investment managers and worked with consultants to design and implement 
multi-asset retirement portfolios.

Before his career in investment management Glenn has been an entrepreneur, 
a professional musician, and an Instructor of Finance and Statistics.  He was 
awarded full academic scholarships to Texas Christian University, graduating 
magna cum laude with a BBA in Management and a MBA in Finance.  He 
earned the Chartered Financial Analyst designation in 1989. Glenn and his wife 
Kristi are proud parents of one son and five daughters.

*The Business Week methodology uses the 5-year total return of the S&P 500 as the underlying
benchmark. The following is a simplified breakdown of the methodology: Calculate the fund’s 5-
year cumulative load adjusted total return; Calculate the S&P 500 five year total return; For each
fund, divide step 1 by step 2 to obtain the normalized total return; Calculate 60 monthly returns for
each fund (non-load adjusted); Calculate 60 monthly returns for the 3-month US Treasury Bill;
Calculate the fund’s excess return for each 60-month period by subtracting the US Treasury Bill
from the fund’s return (Step 4 – Step 5); For each fund sum together all negative excess returns
from step 6; Take the absolute value from step 7 to get the fund’s raw risk; Divide the raw risk
from step 8 by the S&P 500’s risk to get the funds normalized risk return; Subtract the normalized
risk calculation from the normalized total return (Step 3 – Step) t



Recipe: Salmon Cake
 ...

1/2 pound wild Alaskan salmon filet, fresh or frozen

(if frozen thaw overnight in the refrigerator)

olive oil cooking spray

1 tbsp olive oil

freshly ground black pepper, to taste

3/4 cup small-diced red onion (1 small onion)

1 1/2 cups small-diced celery (4 stalks)

1/2 cup small-diced red bell pepper (1 small pepper)

1/2 cup small-diced yellow bell pepper (1 small 

pepper)

1/4 cup minced fresh flat-leaf parsley

1/4 teaspoon hot sauce

1 1/2 tsp Old Bay seasoning

1 cup seasoned bread crumbs

3 tbsp light mayonnaise

3 tbsp fat free Greek yogurt

1 tsp Dijon mustard

1 large egg, lightly beaten

3 large egg whites, lightly beaten

3. Flake the salmon into a large bowl. Add the bread
crumbs, mayonnaise, yogurt, mustard, and eggs. Add the
vegetable mixture and mix well. Cover and chill in the
refrigerator for 30 minutes; this will make them easier to
shape and become less sticky.

4. Preheat oven to 400°F. Spray a non-stick baking sheet
with cooking spray. Shape the batter into 15 (scant 1/4
cup each) cakes and place on prepared baking sheet. Bake
about 10 to 12 minutes on each side, or until golden
brown.

Credit: National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, WebMD

Directions

1. Heat a large pan over medium-high heat; when hot
lightly spray with oil and add the salmon. Cook until
browned on one side, about 4 to 5 minutes then turn and
cook an additional 4 to 5 minutes or until salmon easily
flakes. Set aside on a dish to cool.

2. Add the olive oil to the pan, then add the the onion,
celery, red and yellow bell peppers, parsley, hot sauce, Old
Bay seasoning, 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt, and 1/2 teaspoon
pepper in a large pan over medium-low heat and cook
until the vegetables are soft, approximately 18 to 20
minutes. Set aside to cool.

Servings: 15  •  Size: 1 cake  •  Calories: 87  •  Fat: 3 g • 
Protein: 7 g  •  Carb: 8 g  •  Fiber: 1 g  •  Sugar: 1 g 

Sodium: 127 mg  •  Cholesterol: 23 mg
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